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Data-Driven YouTube Experts



OUR VISION
We believe that every video strategy should be 
based on data & insights, not opinions or gut 
feeling.  



SOME OF OUR CLIENTS



WHAT YOU CAN ACHIEVE

70% increase in views

74% increase in watch time

This channel about gardening had a huge increase by focusing solely on YouTube SEO.  
Important to know: this channel has great content but was poorly optimized.



Unlike Google Search in YouTube it is 
possible to populate a whole search 

results page with one channel. 

But how do you achieve this?

DOMINATE YOUTUBE SEARCH



Today I want to share  
3 insights and 5 actionable tips about 

YouTube SEO 



THE GOAL OF YOUTUBE



Goal of YouTube 
Maximize long term viewer engagement & 

satisfaction 



Way to reach this  
YouTube wants to predict which videos you 

want to see. 



Insight #1 
To make good predictions YouTube needs 

context (metadata) and performance data 
(watch time) and combine that with  

profile data to personalize the results



WTF IS METADATA?

Metadata is just a fancy way to name all the 
elements you can adjust and optimize for your video 
after you have uploaded it. Metadata gives YouTube 
context where your video is about.  

The different elements:  
1. Thumbnails 
2. Titles 
3. Descriptions 
4. Tags  
5. Captions 
6. End screens 
7. Cards  



2. HOW DO PEOPLE USE 
YOUTUBE AS A SEARCH 

ENGINE?



YOUTUBE IS THE 2ND BIGGEST  
SEARCH ENGINE OF THE WORLD

MORE THAN 3 BILLION SEARCHES ON YOUTUBE PER MONTH



But how do people use 
YouTube search?



YOUTUBE VS GOOGLE

ORIENTATION TRANSACTIONAL

90% of people say they 
discover new brands or 
products on YouTube  

Which one should I 
buy?  Where should I buy it?



6 DIFFERENT TYPES OF SEARCH INTENTS

1 2 3 4 5 6
Informational Orientation Transactional Local Navigational Current

How-to’s 
Tutorials

Looking for  
specific brand  
or person

Restaurants 
Supermarkets

Buy it 
Best deal

Inspiration 
Reviews

News 
Current affairs 



FAVORITE PLATFORM PER SEARCH INTENT

1 2 3 4 5 6
Informational Orientation Transactional Local Navigational Current



HOW PEOPLE USE YOUTUBE SEARCH

How to paint my wall

Best headphones for gaming  

Highlights Panathinaikos Olympiakos

Informational

Orientation

Current

Intent



INSIGHT #1
YouTube is great on fulfilling 

informational, 
orientational and current 

search intents.  
For the other intents, focus 

on other platforms



2. HOW DOES THE 
YOUTUBE SEARCH 

ALGORITHM WORK?



3 DIFFERENT KINDS OF ALGORITHMS

1. Search

2. Suggested

3. Trending



TODAY WE TALK ONLY ABOUT SEARCH

1. Search

2. Suggested

3. Trending



RESEARCH PAPER

Our final ranking objective is constantly being 
tuned based on live A/B testing results but is 

generally a simple function of expected 
watch time per impression.

 
Ranking by click-through rate often promotes 

deceptive videos that the user does not 
complete (“clickbait”) whereas watch time 

better captures engagement. 



WATCH TIME IS THE MOST IMPORTANT METRIC



RANKINGS FACTORS FOR SEARCH

1

2

3

Video Score: how does the individual video perform? 

Metadata Matching: how does the metadata match with the search query? 

Channel Authority: how does the whole channel perform? 



RANKINGS FACTORS FOR SEARCH

1

2

3

Video Score: content based optimisation

Metadata Matching: keyword based optimisation 

Channel Authority: content based optimisation



INSIGHT #3

Selecting and using the 
right keywords is only a 

small part of YouTube SEO. 
The focus should be first on 

content optimization.



INSIGHTS 
What you need to remember

1

2

3

YouTube makes predictions based on context 
and watch time data. So focus on providing as 
much context as possible and generate as 
much watch time as possible. 

Using the right keywords is important to rank but it’s more 
important to keep your audience engaged. 

Produce videos to fulfill informational, orientational 
or current search intents. Nobody uses YouTube for 
the other search intents. 



5 ACTIONABLE TIPS TO 
RANK HIGHER WITH 

YOUR VIDEOS



TIP #1  
AUDIENCE RETENTION ANALYSIS



SHORT VIDEOS DON’T RANK

Longer videos rank higher than short 
videos.  

Question: How long should your videos 
be?  

Answer: Take as long as your story needs.  

Question: Can you be more specific?  

Answer: Keep a bare minimum of 3 
minutes.  



Don’t make longer videos 
just because of the length. 

Focus on keeping the 
audience engaged instead.



AUDIENCE RETENTION

Audience retention is a measurement of how 
much your video people watch.  

Together with the total watch time this is the most 
important ranking factor for YouTube. 



AUDIENCE RETENTION ANALYSIS

1.Check where you are 
loosing or gaining 
viewership.  

3.Analyze why people are 
stop watching and skip 
or rewatch certain parts.  

5.Use these insights to 
improve the audience 
retention of your next 
videos. 

3 step process



TIP# 2 
 OPTIMIZE YOUR THUMBNAILS



THE MOST IMPORTANT METADATA

1

2

3

Thumbnails

Captions

Titles

If you don’t have the time to optimize them all, focus on these three first:  



OPTIMIZE THUMBNAILS

Old layout New layout

CTR INCREASE: +35%



THE EFFECT OF THUMBNAIL OPTIMIZATION

New thumbnail



THE EFFECT OF TEXT OPTIMIZATION

Title + text 
and tags

Thumbnail optimization have a bigger impact than improving titles, descriptions and tags.



LONG LASTING EFFECT 

Optimisation

VIEWS: +200%



TIP #3  
USE SUBTITLES



THE IMPORTANCE OF SUBTITLES 

1

2

3

Subtitles increases watch time 

Subtitles increases findability 

Subtitles are easy to make 



MORE VIEWS WITH CAPTIONS



SUBTITLES WITH SRT FILE

Tip: Add a separate subtitle file (SRT) to your video. Don’t ‘burn’ them in like you often 
see with social videos. Otherwise you won’t have the SEO benefits. 

Subtitles with SRT file Burned subtitles



TIP #4  
CREATE LANDING PAGES FOR 

YOUR VIDEOS



Three ways to rank in Google with your videos 

1. Video in Google Search results: Rank high on 
relevant keywords in the Google search results. 

2.Google Key moments: When you search for 
things like how-to videos that have multiple 
steps, Google can provide links to key moments 
within the video. These links can based on 
timestamps provided by content creators 
  

3.Embedded videos: Not only show up with your 
video in the search results (with video carousel) 
but also with embedded videos in a link result

GOOGLE SEARCH 
How you can rank in Google with your video

 Top video SERP  Key Moments   Embedded video 



EXAMPLE: IN CAROUSEL AND & TEXT RESULT

Key moments - Timestamps



CREATE DEDICATED LANDING PAGES TO RANK TWICE

Search result Landing page



TIP #5  
ADD TIMESTAMPS TO YOUR 

DESCRIPTION



GOOGLE SEARCH SHOWS KEY MOMENTS

Google Search can now show multiple key moments 
underneath a video.



ADD TIMESTAMPS 

Add clickable timestamps to your video description to be applicable for key moments in search. 



TIPS   
What you can do right now AUDIENCE RETENTION ANALYSIS 

Analyze where your audience drops off to see where you can 
improve your videos and generate more watch time. 

1

2

3

4

OPTIMIZE THUMBNAILS 
If you only have the time to optimize one thing: optimize your 
thumbnails.  

USE SUBTITLES  
Subtitles gives YouTube an enormous amount of data where your 
video is really about. Add them with a separate SRT file.   

CREATE LANDING PAGES FOR YOUR VIDEOS  
This gives you the chance to rank twice with your video in Google 
Search. 

ADD TIMESTAMPS TO YOUR DESCRIPTION  
Google now shows key moments of videos in search results. These 
moments are based on the timestamps provided by creators. 

5



It’s time for

TEAM5PM.COM


